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quaama
revisited
Visiting Quaama, seven months after the fires of Black Summer
had devastated this small village, I notice, in particular, one
thing. There is colour and movement here. Quaama is no longer
defined by its blackened hillsides, now turning a soft olive green,
or tangled tawny skeletons of trees piled high, but here and
there, by the colours and sounds of renewal.
Despite
widespread
devastation in
Quaama there
are signs of
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regeneration.
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B

etween Cobargo and Bega, Quaama is just seconds from the Princes
Highway, but a small island of trees had created a buffer. With the
trees burnt, the sounds of traffic are being heard for the first time. But
Quaama is now hearing its own sounds – the sounds of rebuilding.
Thirteen houses lost, and 95% of sheds and outbuildings. There are strings of
orange flags, marking out works in progress where green steel fences and
silver sheds are being built or roofs are being replaced. There are signs “Keep
out, excavation zone”, next to a blue and red “Save the ABC, like it saved us”.
Burnt buildings have gone and taking their places are smooth rectangles
of cleared earth, sometimes in a landscaped garden, ready to start again.
Quaama is back in business.
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Clockwise from bottom left: A shiny new, welcome
to ‘Quaama’ sign. Donated goods at the Quaama
School of Arts, now functioning as the town’s relief
centre. Built in 1902, thankfully the school of arts
remains unscathed by the summer fires. Fresh grass
shoots obscuring the extensive damage left in the
wake of the intense flames.

The memories are still strong, of course. My friend, who has lived here for 30
years, takes me on a slow drive. She points out the small RFS fire shed, where
40 people sheltered as the fire came within metres. A couple of streets away is
the house of the man who lives with his elderly mother. When the fire passed,
he settled her in a chair in their front garden with a hose while he strapped
a small water tank on the back of his four-wheel motorbike and travelled the
town, putting out spot fires. Of my friend’s own house, she says, holding back
tears, “my neighbour saved it”. The Anglican Church, built in 1907, is completely
gone, as is the row of four old heritage houses. The Public School, built in 1877,
is untouched. The fire, following no set path, roared down the river, through the
gully, jumped some houses, burnt others.
The landscape is irrevocably changed, especially now the trees are being
removed. There were vast giants here and the saddest part of our tour was to
see the small cemetery, a place of peace and remembrance. In the cemetery
grounds, a huge twisted mass of dead trees awaits cremation.
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Clockwise from bottom left: Veronica Abbott at the
Relief Centre. Owners of the General Store, Ellie and
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Andrew Newtown. The General Store is the mainstay
of the little township. Donated goods waiting to be
dispersed at the Relief Centre.

The trees tell the story here. Their feathery re-growth softens the
blackened trunks and as I hear the stories of hope and planning,
I can’t help thinking that this is what is happening to the trees.
They are changed, certainly, but some will take a different shape.
In the cleared land where a heritage house once stood are a pod
and a caravan – its owner with plans to re-build. Some people
are talking sleek and modern, my friend says.
Quaama has the General Store, the lifeblood of the town. Owners
Ellie and Andrew Newton came here two years ago for a quiet
country life and are raising two young granddaughters. It is
the hub that never closes, the keeper of secrets, the sharer of
knowledge. During and after the fires, it became much more. With
45% of the village burnt, the recovery, Ellie said, was “community
led”. Initially it was listening, counselling, hugging, and doing what
they could. Then assistance came from Red Cross, St Vincent
de Paul, Rotary and others. Two Sydney groups offered help
and from them Ellie sourced 20 caravans for people who lost
everything, and, together with Veronica and Warren Abbott at the
Relief Centre, they held the town together. Of the small community
of around 250 people, Ellie says they all “provide each other with
group support”.
Lots remain to be done. When people go back to the blocks where
their houses were, they see their past lives scraped into the back
of a truck. “It’s hard,” Ellie says, “but there are positives, wonderful
things happen.” One of these is every Friday night, at the General
Store’s communal kitchen – community dinner, where $10 buys
you a hot meal, the chance to talk, to remember, to laugh and
to look forward together. And when COVID-19 ends, there’ll be
hugging again in Quaama.
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